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CODE : HU-L-FLEFI2B2C1-S1
ECTS : 2.0

HOURS

Lectures : 0.0 h
Seminars : 28.0 h
Laboratory : 0.0 h
Project : 0.0 h
Teacher-student
contact : 28.0 h
Personal work : 10.0 h
Total : 38.0 h

ASSESSMENT METHOD

-reading Comprehension, listening
Comprehension, writing, oral
production/interaction
OR
-Project

TEACHING AIDS

Various documents (on paper,
audio, video,..)

TEACHING LANGUAGE

French

CONTACT

MME AUMEUNIER Elisabeth
elisabeth.aumeunier@insa-lyon.fr
MME BARRAI Laurence
laurence.barrai@insa-lyon.fr
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Foreign Languages
French course for international undergraduate students -Level B2 - 2
hours week

AIMS
Language skills : writing, written and oral comprehension, speaking

The course aims at giving you all the language skills you need  to feel at ease in your daily
life then at enablling you to express yourself in such a way that writing or talking to a native
speaker about a wide range of subjects both general and technical in details is natural for you.

You will observe how the language works, you will practice a wide range of various activities,
you will actively take part in  projects that will lead you to be more autonomous and that will
greatly help you in your studies, in your student and social life.

CONTENT
At the end of the course, you will be able to:
.understand and write long and complex documents of all kinds¿such as administrative or
professional mails and essays
.tell about real or imaginary events and experiences in details
.understand and particpate in an animated conversation in between natives, debate
.respect the speech codes when conversing or debating
.make a detailed oral presentation about a news item, or a field of study, a personal project
.use all what is culturaly implicit both orally and when writing
.use an appropriate body language
.use more or less complex structures of the scientific language

CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE - At the end of the course, you will be able to:
.find your way around Lyon and around the campus
.understand the principal aspects of the socio-cultural French ways such as social behaviours,
student life rythm
.understand the news
.have a basic talk about the francophone world
.talk about different scientific fields

BIBLIOGRAPHY
-L'écrit, stratégies et pratiques(CLE Collection Savoir-Faire)
-Le résumé (CLE Collection Savoir-Faire)
-Vocabulaire (CLE Collection: Entraînez-vous niveau Avancé)
-Quotidiens et magazines d'information disponibles à la bibliothèque Marie Curie
-Francoscopie
-Resources available online at: http://fle.insa-lyon.fr/fr/content/activites-en-ligne-0
To prepare for the TCF exam: https://fle.satellite.insa-lyon.fr/node/61/
"Préparer le Delf, le Dalf, le TCF, TCF RFI, Simulation (TV5)"

PRE-REQUISITE
Level B2
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